**J1060Q Calibration:**

**The pump must be calibrated with the IV sets that are going to be used before using on a patient.**

Select the correct IV set you want to calibrate. If the IV set BRAND is not yet in the pump then you must add it:

To add a brand hit MENU to go to main menu:

Once you have entered the brand of IV sets you can then select this brand and size of IV set to calibrate.
To calibrate: You will need a bag of fluids and a way to collect and measure the amount infused.

Hit Menu button to get to main menu:

Select current IV set, or other if you need to change the brand and size.

Make sure that the correct IV set is selected and hit SET to start adjustment. **DO NOT ENTER A NUMBER IN YET, LEAVE AT 0.**

You will see the progress of the calibration as fluid is delivered.

Once the calibration program is finished the alarm will sound and you must now enter the AMOUNT of fluid infused into your bowl/cup. Once you enter the amount infused hit SET and the program will tell you DONE. I recommend repeating all these steps and calibrating the same IV set a 2nd time. This will ensure the best calibration for this set.

Repeat these steps for all IV set brands you use.